Introduction
Face recognition is one of the applications of object identification designed for recognizing faces as objects. Face identification is primarily utilized for the identification or verification of individuals. Recognition is utilized for determining the identity of an unknown individual and is performed by matching of the facial data of a person to the face data of several people. Verification decides if an individual is actually who he claims he is. The verification procedure performs a comparison of a person's face data to existing data on the claimed identity [1] .
Face Detection
Face detection is a first step to identify any people, to build any recognition system the face must detected first. The application must ensure if there was any face in an image and localize it [2] . In this work, detection of faces is done using Open CV cascade classifier, which use a cascade classifier made up of Haar-like features and cascade of boosted classifiers.
The Eigen Face approach
Many previous researches concerning automated facial identification have bypassed the problem of which aspects of the facial stimulus are required for recognition, considering that predetermined measures were suitable and efficient [3] . This gave a suggestion that an information theory method of coding and decoding of facial images could provide insight concerning the information content of those images, focusing on the significant local and global "features". Those features could or could not have a direct relation to the intuitive idea of facial properties like the hair, eyes, nose and lips. In the concept of information theory, the goal is to obtain some useful information in a facial image, and then encode it as sufficiently as possible, then compares one face encoding to a data-base of models that have been encoded in a similar way. A simple method of the extraction of information that is contained in a face image is to someway detect the differentiations in a set of facial images, independent of any judgment of properties, and using this information for encoding and comparing distinct face images. Mathematically speaking, the goal is to find the main elements of the distribution of faces, or the Eigen vectors of the co-variance matrix of the group of facial images. These Eigen vectors might be considered as a group of properties that combined classify the difference between facial images. Every image index has some impact on every Eigen vector, therefore, the eigenvector is displayed as a type of ghostly face known as Eigen face. Every one of the face images in the training group could be represented precisely according to a linear combination of the Eigen faces. The number of potential Eigen faces is the same as the number of face images in the training set. On the other hand, the faces may also be approximated with the use of only the "best" Eigen faces which have the largest Eigen values, and which therefore are responsible for the most variance in the group of facial images. The main cause to use less number of Eigen faces is the computational efficiency. The most optimal M' Eigen faces span an M'dimensional sub-space "face space" of all potential images. As sinusoids of different frequency and phase are the base functions of a Fourier decomposition (and are actually Eigen functions of linear systems), the Eigen faces are the base vectors of the Eigen face decomposition. The concept of utilizing Eigen faces was inspired by an approach that was developed by Sirovich and Kirby for the efficient representation of face images with the use of principal component analysis. Sirovich and Kirby insisted that a group of face images might be approximately reconstructed via storing a small set of weights for every one of the faces and a small group of standard images. It occurred that in the case where a multitude of facial images may be reconstructed by weighted summations of a small set of feature images, then a sufficient manner of learning and recognizing faces can construct the characteristic properties from known facial images and for the recognition of specific faces via the comparison of the property weights required for (approximately) reconstructing them with the weights associated to the known persons. [4] .
Materials and Methods

Data set
The image dataset that used by the application were collected from 25 persons, for each person 8 different sample image has been taken with different expressions (look up and down, smiling and non-smiling), orientation (30 degrees in two directions right and left). in training application the distance between the person and the camera of the application is 125 CM. For testing application the distance between the person and the camera of the application were 1 meter. The complete number of faces image samples in the dataset is 200 (25×8). 
Recognition Faces Using Eigen Face Approach
The responsibility of recognition system was to finding the features vector that is nearest and most similar to the features vector of training set.
The recognition system responsibility it's identify person's identity using the information that store in database about the feature vector of persons, if any match was found then the input image belonging to one of person's that the data base was training on their images. If not then the image is for no one of these persons, or the image is not a face. The recognition program uses Eigen face algorithm that made to accomplish recognition. 
Results and Discussion
The Result and Accuracy of Face Detection Using Cascade Classifier
Because of the detection of the application done through the use of opencv cascade classifier, so that the accuracy of application on face detection is the same accuracy of open cv cascade classifier which show accuracy rate up to 93% in a good light condition. The experiment show that when the person looks to the camera with natural view and looks in his/her front view, this record the better accuracy rate, while when he/she look to camera at slight angles and the face has different facial expressions the accuracy of detection will decrease.
The Result and Accuracy of Face Recognition Using Eigen-face Approach
The result of face recognition application can be obtained by input the result of face detection process to face recognition application. We must have said that the result of face recognition application can be shown only if the face detection work and detect any face this required that the image of a face have been taken in good light condition so that this will enable to extracted the face feature vector and use it for recognition. The experiment of this project done one two different mobile devices (Galaxy Grand Prime +) and its camera is 8 mega pixels, and on (galaxy note 5) and its camera 16 mega pixels. The number of training image were 3 for all experiments and the number of testing image were 5 for all experiments. The tested result on the first mobile (Galaxy Grand Prime +) shown on the table below: The tested result on the second mobile (Galaxy note 5) shown on Table 2 . When comparing between the results of the experiments of the two device the result show when using the camera of galaxy note 5 the accuracy was increase respect to galaxy grand prime +. All result of experiments on day light show higher accuracy than on artificial light. The recognition rate of the application when testing on galaxy grand prime+ was 78.4. while The recognition rate when testing on galaxy note 5 was 82.4.
The accuracy of this application could reach to 100% if we using camera with high accuracy and on good light condition. 
Mobile Device Application Testing
When ruining the mobile face recognition application many component of mobile device has been used, at start of the application the camera was opened and when the user takes an image frame has been taken by the application this will continually dined the energy of mobile. After capturing frame, the application processing the input frame for detect and recognize faces, this processes need high computation to be done, which also used the mobile energy. At the end after the application recognize a face, or obtained that the image is not a face, message and audio feedback must provide by the application to user about the result, this process consume energy too. The next component of mobile device which also used by the application is processing power, which mean the use of processor when the application running and perform detect, recognize and giving the result. The last component of mobile device which also used by the application is memory which must compute when the application running and perform detect, recognize and giving the result.
The used of all mention component were done using Android Debug Bridge.
Android have many built-in function one of them was an application named (Android Debug Bridge) used to compute power consumption of the battery, memory, and processing power by any application. The discuss result of the effect of using application on battery, data usage and Processing Power and Memory is shown below: Battery: the energy consuming by the application is very important thing for real time computer vision, the battery live over a time were shown in table (3) The experiment shown that constant energy was consuming by a device when running the application and these value may be differing from one mobile device to another and from one user to another, because the user may be running another application at the same time with this application. Data Usage: the data that used by the application consist of small size image and sent and received text and audio message, this considered as small amount of data, the application size is 27.55 MB before training any image, after training the application on 25 persons the use of memory and CPU shown below Figure 3 . Processing Power and Memory: from the first mili-second at which the application start it used the CPU and memory. The use of the CPU reach to 15.54 % at the 50.2 MS, while the use of memory reach to 37.11 MB at the same time (this result shown for the device galaxy grand prime +, this is shown on Figure  4 . When using galaxy note 5 the result of memory at a 7 second and 42 MS reach to 195.31MB, which are greater than the use of memory on galaxy grand prime +, this is shown on Figure  5 . When capturing frame, the use of memory of device reach to 273.28 MB, this test on galaxy note 5, this shown on Figure 6 , these statistics differs from one device to another. 
Conclusions
From testing the result of the application, there are several conclusions appeared, which have summarized in some points below: First that the mobile face recognition system benefits from the portability of mobiles and offers a simplified interface which benefits from the system which is easy to use for people. Also the lighting has to be under control, due to the fact that in case where there are shadows on the face, it will make detecting the face a difficult procedure. The recognition rate of the application when testing on Galaxy Grand Prime + was 78.4, while the recognition rate when testing on Galaxy Note 5 was 82.4. The accuracy of this application could reach to 100% if we using camera with high accuracy and on good light condition.
